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Abstract: In this paper, a generalized dierentiation-integration observer is presented based on
sensors selection. The proposed dierentiation-integration observer can estimate the multiple in-
tegrals and high-order derivatives of a signal, synchronously. The parameters selection rules are
presented for the dierentiation-integration observer. The theoretical results are conrmed by the
frequency-domain analysis. The eectiveness of the proposed observer are veried through the
numerical simulations on a quadrotor aircraft: i) through the dierentiation-integration observer,
the attitude angle and the uncertainties in attitude dynamics are estimated synchronously from
the measurements of angular velocity; ii) a control law is designed based on the observers to drive
the aircraft to track a reference trajectory.
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1 Introduction
Integration and dierentiation are important components in almost all industrial applications.
Their problems are of estimating the values I (a) =
R t
0   
R s
0 a () d    d and Di (a) = d
ia(t)
dti
. The
positions, velocities and accelerations are the important elements for many systems. In an inertial
navigation system (INS), the inertial measurement unit (IMU) typically measures the three-axial
angular velocity and the three-axial linear acceleration, respectively. To obtain the attitude angle
and angular acceleration of the device, the angular velocity signals are integrated and dierentiated,
respectively. For a long-time navigation, the drift phenomenon of INS is mainly brought out by the
usual integration methods. They cannot restrain the eect of stochastic noise (especially non-zero
mean noise). The noise leads to the accumulation of additional drift in the integrated signal.
The algorithms of dierentiation and integration have been studied by a number of researchers
[1]-[23]. The linear high-gain dierentiators [2, 3] can provide the estimations of signal derivatives.
In another study, a dierentiator via high-order sliding modes algorithm was proposed [4, 5]. In [6]-
[9], the continuous nonlinear dierentiators based on nite-time stability were presented to provide
the smooth estimations of signal derivatives. However, the dierentiators did not consider the
signal integral estimations [1]-[10].
Some numerical methods were proposed to estimate signal integral [11]: i) The trapezoidal rule;
ii) Simpson's rule. For the above numerical integrating methods, if stochastic non-zero mean noise
exists in signal, then such noise leads to the accumulation of additional drift in the integrated
signal. As we known, the desired integral operators 1=s and 1=s2 are irrational, and they cannot
be calculated directly. Some approximated methods were presented to estimate signal integral:
IIR digital integrator [12, 13], the Newton-Cotes digital integrators [14], precision digital integrator
[15], non-inverting integrator [16], the developed innite impulse response digital integrators [17,
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18], the low-frequency dierential dierentiators [19, 20]. However, for the aforementioned integra-
tors [12]-[20], only onefold integral was calculated, and the synchronous estimations of derivatives
and integrals were not considered. Some integrators were implemented using the hardware units,
where the circumstances usually aect the parameters, for instance, the temperature in the circuit
changes. Thus, the estimation precisions are aected adversely. Moreover, they are easily infected
by stochastic noise, and the drift phenomena are inevitable in such systems. In order to reduce
the noise, additional lters must be added. In [21] and [22], a fractional-order integrator has been
presented, and a rational transfer function was proposed to approximate the irrational integrator
1=sm. However, the limitation of 0 < m < 1 limits its application. The onefold and double integrals
are necessary in many navigation systems. The Kalman lter can estimate position and velocity
from the acceleration measurement [23]. However, it is supposed that the process noise covariance
and measurement noise covariance are required to be zero-mean Gaussian distributed, and the pro-
cess noise covariance is uncorrelated to the estimation error. These assumptions are dierent from
the practical noise in signal. The inaccurate noise requirements may lead to the estimate drifts of
position and velocity.
In [24], a nonlinear double-integral observer was presented to estimate synchronously the onefold
and double integrals of a signal, and a generalized multiple integrator was designed to estimate the
multiple integrals [25]. In [26], a nonlinear integral-derivative observer was proposed to estimate
synchronously the integral and derivative of a signal. The parameters selection is required to be
satised with Routh-Hurwitz Stability Criterion and the iterative equation relations. Moreover,
the nonlinear observers in [26] are complicated and dicult to compute.The existing hardware
computational circumstances aect the nonlinear function implementations adversely, i.e., the im-
plementation of the these nonlinear observers in many digital processors is dicult. Due to the
existence of such many parameters, the parameters regulation of this nonlinear observer is compli-
cated.
In this paper, a generalized high-order linear dierentiation-integration observer is presented,
which can estimate the multiple integrals and high-order derivatives of a signal, synchronously.
Dierent from the nonlinear observer theories in [26], the classical theory of linear system can be
used to prove its stability, and the Bode plots are adopted to analyze its robustness. The parameters
selection become relaxed, and it is only required to be satised with a simple Hurwitz condition.
The existing layout of perturbation parameters in singular perturbation technique [27, 28] is only
suitable to estimate the derivatives of a signal. In this dierentiation-integration observer, a new
distribution of perturbation parameters is presented for the requirement of synchronous estimation
of the integrals and derivatives. The parameters selection rules and robustness analysis for the
dierentiation-integration observer are presented based on frequency-domain analysis.
Finally, we use the mathematical model and reference trajectory of the quadrotor aircraft de-
scribed in [29], and the computational analysis and simulation are presented to observe the per-
formances of the proposed observer. Usually controlling a quadrotor aircraft to track a reference
trajectory needs the information of the position and attitude. Quadrotor aircraft control has been
an active area of investigation for several years [30]-[34]. However, these strategies are dependent
on the accurate model, and all the states are required to be known. In [29], although the un-
certainies were considered, the attitude angle was supposed to be known. For the system of a
quadrotor aircraft, we consider that the information of ying velocity and attitude angle is not
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provided. Moreover, quadrotor aircrafts are underactuated mechanical systems, and aerodynamic
disturbance, unmodelled dynamics and parametric uncertainties are not avoidable in modeling.
Based on the presented dierentiation-integration observer, this paper provides a tracking control
method for a quadrotor aircraft by using the measurements of position and angular velocity. The
unknown velocity, attitude angle and uncertainties are reconstructed by the observers. Further-
more, a controller is designed to stabilize the ight dynamics.
2 Generalized dierentiation-integration observer
2.1 Conguration of dierentiation-integration observer
The goal of the dierentiation-integration observer design is to estimate the needed states from
the dierent sensors, for instance:
1) Estimation of velocity and acceleration from position: In a GPS, position p(t) is known, we
want to obtain the velocity and acceleration. Therefore, we expect to design an observer to estimate
the rst-order derivative _p (t) and second-order derivative p (t) of the signal p(t), synchronously.
The observer should include the state x = (x1; x2; x3), and the conguration of the observer is
described as follow:
_x1= x2; _x2 = x3;
_x3= f(x1   p(t); x2; x3) (1)
where the rst state x1 of observer (1) points to the input signal p(t). If the state x1 estimates
p(t), and the system is stable, then, from the integral-chain relations of x1; x2; x3 in system (1), the
rst-order and second-order derivatives of signal p(t) can be estimated, synchronously.
2) Estimation of attitude angle and angular acceleration from angular velocity: In an IMU, an-
gular velocity !(t) can be measured directly. We want to obtain the attitude angle and angular
acceleration. Therefore, we expect to design an observer to estimate the integral
R t
0 ! () d and the
derivative _! (t) of signal !(t), synchronously. The observer should include the state x = (x1; x2; x3),
and the conguration of the observer is shown as follow:
_x1= x2; _x2 = x3;
_x3= f(x1; x2   !(t); x3) (2)
where the second state x2 of observer (2) points to the input signal !(t). If the state x2 estimates
!(t), and the system is stable, then, from the integral-chain relations of x1; x2; x3 in system (2),
the onefold integral and rst-order derivative of signal !(t) can be estimated, synchronously.
3) Estimation of position and velocity from acceleration: In the third case, the acceleration ac(t)
is measured by a accelerometer, and we want to obtain the position and the velocity. There-
fore, we expect to design an observer to estimate the onefold integral
R t
0 ac () d and the double
integral
R t
0
R s
0 ac () dd of signal ac(t), synchronously. The observer should include the state
x = (x1; x2; x3), and the conguration of the observer is described as follow:
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_x1= x2; _x2 = x3;
_x3= f(x1; x2; x3   ac(t)) (3)
where the third state x3 of observer (3) points to signal ac(t). If the state x3 estimates ac(t), and
the system is stable, then, from the integral-chain relations of x1; x2; x3 in system (3), the onefold
and double integrals of signal ac(t) can be estimated, synchronously.
4) Generalized cases: Generally, for signal a(t) measured from a sensor, we expect to design an
observer to estimate the multiple integrals up to (p   1)th multiple and high-order derivatives up
to (n   p)th order, synchronously, where p 2 f1;    ; ng corresponds to dierent sensors. Let the
ith-multiple integral of signal a(t) be Ip i (t) =
Z t
0
  
Z s
0| {z }
i
a () d    d| {z }
i
, where i 2 f1;    ; p   1g;
Ip (t) = a(t); and the (r p)th-order derivative of signal a(t) be Ir (t) = a(r p) (t), r = p+1;    ; n.
The observer should include the state x = (x1;    ; xp;    ; xn), and the conguration of the observer
is presented as follow:
_x1= x2
  
_xp= xp+1
  
_xn= f(x1;    ; xp   a(t);    ; xn) (4)
where the p-th state xp of observer (4) points to signal a(t). If the state xp estimates a(t), and
the system is stable, then, from the integral-chain relations of x1;    ; xp;    ; xn in system (4), the
multiple integrals and high-order derivatives of signal a(t) can be estimated, synchronously.
The goals of the observation are: 1) synchronous estimation of multiple integrals and high-order
derivatives of a signal; 2) regulation of low-pass frequency bandwidth through the ease of parameter
selection, and sucient high-frequency noise rejection.
2.2 Existence conditions of Hurwitz characteristic polynomial
Before constructing the explicit form of the dierentiation-integration observer (4), we propose a
nth-order characteristic polynomial
sn + kns
n 1 +   + kp
"p c(p)
sp 1 +   + k2s+ k1 (5)
where, p 2 f1;    ; ng, and
c(p) =
(
1; p = 1
0; p > 1
(6)
Here, the Hurwitz conditions of the polynomial (5) is considered. The polynomial is used for
construct a linear dierentiation-integration observer. We consider the following question: For the
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arbitrary " 2 (0; 1), by selecting parameters k1,    , kn, whether can all the positive integers n and
p 2 f1;    ; ng make the polynomial (5) Hurwitz?
For instance, we can nd that: 1) for the arbitrary " 2 (0; 1), when we select n = 4 and p = 2, the
polynomial (5) cannot be Hurwitz; 2) for the arbitrary " 2 (0; 1), when n = 5 and p 2 f2; 3; 4; 5g,
the polynomial (5) cannot be Hurwitz.
For the arbitrary " 2 (0; 1), the following lemma presents the selections of n and p to make
polynomial (5) Hurwitz.
Lemma 1: For the arbitrary " 2 (0; 1), in the following cases, the polynomial (5) can be Hurwitz:
a) n 2 f1; 2;    g and p = 1: ki > 0 (where i = 1;    ; n) are selected such that the polynomial
sn +
nP
i=1
kis
i 1 is Hurwitz.
b) n = 2 and p = 2: k1 > 0; k2 > 0.
c) n = 3 and p 2 f2; 3g: when p = 2, k1 > 0; k3 > 0 and k2 > "2 k1k3 ; when p = 3, k1 > 0; k3 > 0
and k2 > "
3 k1
k3
.
d) n = 4 and p = 3: k1 > 0; k4 > 0; k3 > "
3 k2
k4
and k2 > "
3 k
2
4k1+k
2
2
k4k3
.
The proof of Lemma 1 is presented in Appendix.
2.3 Design of generalized dierentiation-integration observer
In the following, the singular perturbation technique will be used to design a generalized dierentiation-
integration observer, and Theorem 1 is presented as follow.
Theorem 1: For system
_xi= xi+1; i = 1;    ; n  1
"n+1 c(p) _xn= 
nX
i=1;i6=p
ki"
i c(p)xi   kp (xp   a (t)) (7)
where, p 2 f1;    ; ng, and
c(p) =
(
1; p = 1
0; p > 1
(8)
a (t) is the signal that can be directly measured, and it is continuous, integrable and (n  p+1)th-
order derivable. Let ap i (t) =
Z t
0
  
Z s
0| {z }
i
a () d    d| {z }
i
, i 2 f1;    ; p   1g; ap (t) = a (t); ar (t) =
a(r p) (t), r = p+ 1;    ; n; " 2 (0; 1) is the perturbation parameter; k1;    ; kp"p c(p) ;    ; kn > 0 are
selected such that sn + kns
n 1 +    + kp
"p c(p) s
p 1 +    + k2s + k1 is Hurwitz, then the following
conclusions hold:
lim
"!0
xi = ai (t) ; for i 2 f1;    ; ng (9)
and observer (7) is stable.
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Proof: The Laplace transformation of (7) can be calculated as follow:
sXi (s) =Xi+1 (s) ; i = 1;    ; n  1
"n+1 c(p)sXn (s) = 
nX
i=1;i 6=p
ki"
i c(p)Xi (s)  kp (Xp (s) A (s)) (10)
where Xi (s) and A (s) denote the Laplace transformations of xi and a (t), respectively, and s
denotes Laplace operator. From (10), we obtain
Xi (s) =
Xj (s)
sj i
; i = 1;    ; n; j 2 f1;    ; ng (11)
Therefore, Eq. (10) can be written as
sn j+1"n+1 c(p)Xj (s) =  
nX
i=1;i6=p
ki"
i c(p)Xj (s)
sj i
  kp

Xj (s)
sj p
 A (s)

(12)
Then, it follows that
Xj (s)
A (s)
=
kp
sn j+1"n+1 c(p) +
nP
i=1;i6=p
ki"i c(p)
sj i +
kp
sj p
(13)
i.e.,
Xj (s)
A (s)
=
sj 1kp
sn"n+1 c(p) +
nP
i=1;i6=p
si 1ki"i c(p) + sp 1kp
(14)
Therefore, we obtain
lim
"!0
Xj (s)
A (s)
= sj p (15)
where j 2 f1;    ; ng and p 2 f1;    ; ng. It means that the state xi approximates ai (t), for
1  i  n.
From Eq. (14), the characteristic polynomial of observer (7) is
sn +
nX
i=1;i 6=p
ki
"n i+1
si 1 +
kp="
p c(p)
"n p+1
sp 1 (16)
Importantly, in order to make the system stable, the characteristic polynomial is required to be
Hurwitz. It is equivalent that
sn +
nX
i=1;i 6=p
kis
i 1 +
kp
"p c(p)
sp 1 (17)
should be Hurwitz. This concludes the proof. 
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From Theorem 1, we nd that: the state xp estimates the signal a (t), xi estimates the (p  i)th-
multiple integral of signal a(t), where i 2 f1;    ; p   1g; xr estimates the the (r   p)th-order
derivative of signal a(t), where r = p+ 1;    ; n.
2.4 Explicit forms of dierentiation-integration observers
From Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, the explicit forms of generalized dierentiation-integration ob-
server can be deduced, and a corollary is presented as follow. It includes: high-order dierentia-
tor, onefold integrator, dierentiation-integration observer, double integrator, dierentiation and
double-integration observer.
Corollary 1: The following dierentiation-integration observers exist:
i) High-order dierentiator [35] (where n 2 f1; 2;    g and p = 1):
_xi= xi+1; i = 1;    ; n  1
"n _xn= k1 (x1   a (t)) 
nX
i=2
ki"
i 1xi (18)
where, " 2 (0; 1); ki > 0 (i = 1;    ; n) are selected such that the polynomial sn +
nP
i=1
kis
i 1 is
Hurwitz. For dierentiator (18), the following conclusions hold:
lim
"!0
xi = a
(i 1) (t) ; for i 2 f1;    ; ng (19)
It can estimate the derivatives of signal a (t) up to (n  1)th order.
ii) Onefold integrator(where n = 2 and p = 2):
_x1= x2
"3 _x2= k1"x1   k2 (x2   a (t)) (20)
where, " 2 (0; 1); k1 > 0; k2 > 0. The following conclusions hold:
lim
"!0
x1 =
Z t
0
a (t) d; lim
"!0
x2 = a (t) (21)
It can estimate the onefold integral of signal a (t).
iii) Dierentiation-integration observer (where n = 3 and p = 2):
_x1= x2
_x2= x3
"4 _x3= k1"x1   k2 (x2   a (t))  k3"3x3 (22)
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where, " 2 (0; 1); k1 > 0; k3 > 0 and k2 > "2 k1k3 . The following conclusions hold:
lim
"!0
x1 =
Z t
0
a (t) d; lim
"!0
x2 = a (t) ; lim
"!0
x3 = _a (t) (23)
It can estimate the onefold integral and the rst-order derivative of signal a (t), respectively.
iv) Double integrator (where n = 3 and p = 3):
_x1= x2
_x2= x3
"4 _x3= k1"x1   k2"2x2   k3 (x3   a (t)) (24)
where, " 2 (0; 1); k1 > 0; k3 > 0 and k2 > "3 k1k3 . The following conclusions hold:
lim
"!0
x1 =
Z t
0
Z 
0
a (s) dsd; lim
"!0
x2 =
Z t
0
a () ; lim
"!0
x3 = a (t) (25)
It can estimate the onefold and double integrals of signal a (t), respectively.
v) Dierentiation and double-integration observer (where n = 4 and p = 3)
_x1= x2
_x2= x3
_x3= x4
"5 _x4= k1"x1   k2"2x3   k3 (x3   a (t))  k4"4x4 (26)
where, " 2 (0; 1); k1 > 0; k4 > 0; k3 > "3 k2k4 and k2 > "3
k24k1+k
2
2
k4k3
. The following conclusions hold:
lim
"!0
x1 =
Z t
0
Z 
0
a (s) dsd; lim
"!0
x2 =
Z t
0
a () ; lim
"!0
x3 = a (t) ; lim
"!0
x4 = _a (t) ; (27)
It can estimate the onefold, double integrals and the rst-order derivative of signal a (t), respectively.
3 Frequency analysis and parameters selection
In a practical problem, high-frequency noises exist in the measurement signal. The following
analysis concerns the robustness behavior of the presented observers under high-frequency noise.
We will adopt the Bode plots to analyze the frequency characteristics of the proposed dierentiation-
integration observers. Bode plots method is an indispensable component of the bag of tools of
practicing control engineers. By the frequency analysis method, we can nd that the presented
dierentiation-integration observers lead to perform rejection of high-frequency noise.
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Figure 1 Bode plot of dierentiation-integration observer
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Figure 2 Bode plot of dierentiation and double-integration observer
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3.1 Frequency characteristic with dierent perturbation parameter "
1) Dierentiation-integration observer (22)
For transfer function (14), let n = 3, p = 2, we obtain
Xj (s)
A (s)
=
k2s
j 1
"4s3 + "3k3s2 + k2s+ "k1
; j 2 f1; 2; 3g (28)
where, k1 = 0:1, k2 = 3, k3 = 2, Selecting " = 0:1 and " = 0:2, the Bode plots for the transfer
function are described as Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively.
2) Dierentiation and double-integration observer observer (26)
For transfer function (14), let n = 4, p = 3, we obtain
Xj (s)
A (s)
=
k3s
j 1
"5s4 + "4k4s2 + k3s2 + "2k2s+ "k1
; j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g (29)
where, k1 = 0:01, k2 = 0:1, k3 = 3, k4 = 2, Selecting " = 0:1 and " = 0:2, the Bode plots for the
transfer function are described as Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively.
Comparing with the ideal derivative operator s, the ideal integral operator 1=s and 1=s2, not
only the presented dierentiation-integration observers can obtain their estimations accurately,
but also the high-frequency noise is rejected suciently (While in Figs. 1 and 2, the dash-lines
represent the ideal operators and the solid lines represent the proposed observers). From Figs. 1
and 2, after the cuto frequency lines, the estimations attenuate rapidly, and the high-frequency
noises are also reduced suciently. Parameter " aects the low-pass frequency bandwidth (See the
cuto frequency lines in Figures 1 and 2): Decreasing the perturbation parameter ", the low-pass
frequency bandwidth becomes larger, and the estimation speed becomes fast; on the other hand,
increasing perturbation parameter ", the low-pass frequency bandwidth becomes smaller, and much
noise can be rejected suciently (See the cases of " = 0:1 and " = 0:2 in Figs.1 and 2, respectively).
3.2 The proposed rules of parameters selection
For the dierentiation-integration observers, there are some rules suggested on the parameters
selection:
1) The parameters ki (i = 1;    ; n) decide the observer stability, and they should be satised
with the conditions in Lemma 1. Importantly, the selection of ki (i = 1;    ; n) should make the
real parts of all the eigenvalues of polynomial (5) negative for the small " 2 (0; 1).
a. For onefold integrator (20), the characteristic polynomial is s2 + k2="
2
" s +
k1
"2
(See Eq. (16)
when n = 2 and p = 2). In fact, for " 2 (0; 1), the eigenvalues of the equivalent characteristic
polynomial s2 + k2
"2
s + k1 (See Eq. (17) when n = 2 and p = 2) can be written as the following
form:  a1,  a2 (The real eigenvalues of the characteristic polynomial for observer (20) are  a1" ,
 a2" ). Therefore, this polynomial can be written as
s2 +
k2
"2
s+ k1 = (s+ a1)(s+ a2) = s
2 + (a1 + a2)s+ a1a2 (30)
By solving the above equation, it follows that
k1 = a1a2; k2 = "
2(a1 + a2)
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From Eq. (14), the transfer function of the onefold integrator (20) can be describled as
X2 (s)
A (s)
=
sk2
"3s2 + sk2 + k1"
=
sk2="
3
s2 + sk2="3 + k1="2
(31)
Then its nature frequency is
!n =
p
k1="2 (32)
Based on the requirement of ltering high-frequency noise, the perturbation parameter can be
selected as
" =
p
k1=!2n (33)
Because the drift is slow, the corresponding eigenvalue is selected to approach the imaginary axis
with respect to the other eigenvalue. For example, let the eigenvalues be  a1 =  100,  a2 =  0:02,
and select !n = 8. Then we obtain the observer parameters as follows:
k1=100 0:02 = 2
"=0:1768
k2= (100 + 0:02) (2=64) = 3:1256
b. For the double integrator (24) (when n = 3 and p = 3), the characteristic polynomial is
s3+ k3="
3
" s
2+ k2
"2
s+ k1
"3
(See Eq. (16) when n = 3 and p = 3). In fact, for " 2 (0; 1), the eigenvalues
of this equivalent characteristic polynomial s3+ k3
"3
s2+k2s+k1 (See Eq. (17) when n = 3 and p = 3)
can be written as the following form:  a1,  a21 + a22i,  a21   a22i (The real eigenvalues of the
characteristic polynomial for observer (24) are  a1" ,  a21" + a22" i,  a21"   a22" i), where a1; a21; a22 > 0.
Two conjugate eigenvalues are supposed to exist in this polynomial. Therefore, the polynomial
s3 + k3
"3
s2 + k2s+ k1 can be written as
s3 +
k3
"3
s2 + k2s+ k1 = (s+ a1)(s+ a21 + a22i)(s+ a21   a22i) (34)
By solving the above equation, it follows that
k1 = a1(a
2
21 + a
2
22); k2 = a
2
21 + a
2
22 + 2a1a21; k3 = "
3(a1 + 2a21) (35)
It means that, after selecting the suitable eigenvalues  a1,  a21 + a22i,  a21   a22i and " based
on Bode plot analysis, the parameters k1, k2 and k3 can be calculated. Because the drifts are slow,
the corresponding eigenvalues are selected to approach the imaginary axis with respect to the other
eigenvalues.
For example, selecting the eigenvalues of the polynomial as 46:8218,  0:0266+0:0999i,  0:0266 
0:0999i, and " = 0:4, then k1 = 0:5, k2 = 2:5, k3 = 3; selecting the eigenvalues as  15:6190,
 0:0030 + 0:0800i,  0:0030  0:0800i, and " = 0:4, then k1 = 0:1, k2 = 0:1, k3 = 1. Obviously, the
rst parameters selection has the stronger ability to correct the drift.
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c. For dierentiation-integration observer (22) (when n = 3 and p = 2), the characteristic
polynomial is s3 + k3" s
2 + k2="
2
"2
s+ k1
"3
(See Eq. (16) when n = 3 and p = 2). In fact, for " 2 (0; 1),
the eigenvalues of the equivalent characteristic polynomial s3+ k3s
2+ k2
"2
s+ k1 (See Eq. (17) when
n = 3 and p = 2) can be written as the following form:  a11 + a12i,  a11   a12i,  a2, (The
real eigenvalues of the characteristic polynomial for observer (22) are  a11" + a12" i,  a11"   a12" i,
 a2" ), where a11; a12; a1 > 0. Two conjugate eigenvalues are supposed to exist in this polynomial.
Therefore, the polynomial s3 + k3s
2 + k2
"2
s+ k1 can be written as
s3 + k3s
2 +
k2
"2
s+ k1 = (s+ a11 + a12i)(s+ a11   a12i)(s+ a2) (36)
By solving the above equation, it follows that
k1 = (a
2
11 + a
2
12)a2; k2 = "
2(a211 + a
2
12 + 2a11a2); k3 = 2a11 + a2 (37)
It means that, after selecting the suitable eigenvalues  a11 + a12i,  a11   a12i,  a2 and " based
on Bode plot analysis, the parameters k1, k2 and k3 can be calculated.
2) In order to increase the estimation speed, " 2 (0; 1) should decrease to make the low-pass fre-
quency bandwidth larger; if much noise exists, " should increase, the low-pass frequency bandwidth
becomes smaller, and the noise can be rejected suciently.
3) It is easy to see that the k-fold integrator provides for a much better accuracy of ith-fold
integral than the l-fold integrator, where, k > l and i = 1;    ; l   1. For instance, the double
integrator (24) provides for a much better accuracy of onefold integral than the onefold integrator
(20).
4) It is easy to see that the kth-order dierentiator provides for a much better accuracy of ith-
order derivative than the lth-order dierentiator, where, k > l and i = 1;    ; l 1. For instance, in
the high-order dierentiator (18), the third-order dierentiator (where n = 3) provides for a much
better accuracy of rst-order derivative than the second-order dierentiator (where n = 2).
4 Estimations by onefold integrator and double integrator
In this section, we use the simulations to illustrate the eectiveness of the proposed observers. The
estimation performances of the presented observers are compared with Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) [23], and a long-time simulation is described to investigated their drift phenomena.
1) Estimation by onefold integrator (20)
In this section, the onefold integrator (20), i.e.,
_x1= x2
"3 _x2= k1"x1   k2 (x2   a (t))
is used to estimate the integral from the signal a(t) in spite of the existence of stochastic non-zero
mean noise (t) and measurement error d(t).
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3(b) Signal estimate
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3(c) Onefold integral estimate
Figure 3 Estimation by onefold integrator (20) in 100s
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Figure 4 Comparison of onefold integrator (20) and EKF in 2000s
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5(a) Input signal
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5(b) Signal estimate
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5(c) Onefold integral estimate
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5(d) Double integral estimate
Figure 5 Estimation by double integrator (24) in 100s
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6(a) Onefold integral estimate
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6(a) Double integral estimate
6 Comparison of double integrator (24) and EKF in 2000s
Here, the stochastic non-zero mean noise is selected, and the mean value of the noise is not equal
to zero (See the noise in Fig. 3(a)). The non-zero mean noise (t) consists of following two signals:
Random number with Mean=0, Variance=0.01, Initial speed=0, and Sample time=0; Pulses with
Amplitude=0.5, Period=2s, Pulse width=1, and Phase delay=0.
The signal a02(t) = cos(t) is selected as the reference signal, and a (t) = a02(t) + (t) + d(t).
Therefore, a01 =
R t
0 a () d = sin(t). Integrator parameters: k1 = 2, k2 = 2:7783, " = 0:1667.
Suppose the initial state is (x1(0); x2(0)) = (0:5; 2). In the onefold integrator (20), x2 estimates
signal a02(t), x1 estimate the onefold integral a01(t). Signal a02(t) tracking, the onefold integral
estimation in 100 seconds are presented in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) provides signal a02 (t) with stochastic
noise. Fig. 3(b) describes signal a02(t) estimation. Fig. 3(c) presents the comparison of onefold
integral estimation by onefold integrator (20) and Extended Kalman lter [23]. Figs. 4 describes
the estimation comparison in 2000 seconds.
From Figs. 3(c) and 4, the obvious estimation drift of onefold integral exists by the Extended
Kalman lter. With respect to the Extended Kalman lter, the proposed onefold integrator (20)
showed the promising estimation ability and robustness in spite of the existence of the non-zero
mean stochastic noise. Furthermore, from Fig. 4, no drift phenomenon happened in the long-time
estimation.
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2) Estimation by double integrator (24)
In this section, the double integrator (24), i.e.,
_x1= x2
_x2= x3
"4 _x3= k1"x1   k2"2x2   k3 (x3   a (t))
is used to estimate the onefold and double integrals from the signal a(t) in spite of the existence of
stochastic non-zero mean noise (t) and measurement error d(t).
Here, the stochastic non-zero mean noise in 1) is selected.
The signal a03(t) =   sin(t) is selected as the reference signal, and a (t) = a03(t) + (t) + d(t).
Therefore, a02 =
R t
0 a03()d = cos(t), and a01 =
R t
0
R s
0 a () dd = sin(t).
The double integrator parameters: k1 = 0:5, k2 = 2:5, k3 = 3, " = 0:4. Suppose the initial state
is (x1(0); x2(0); x3(0)) = (0:1; 1:1; 0:1). In the double integrator (24), x3 tracks signal a03(t), x2
and x1 estimate the onefold and double integrals of signal a03(t), respectively.
Signal a03(t) tracking, the onefold and double integral estimations in 100 seconds are presented
in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) provides signal a03 (t) with stochastic noise. Fig. 5(b) describes a03(t)
estimation. Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) present the comparisons of onefold and double integral estimations
by the double integrator (24) and the Extended Kalman lter [23]. Figs. 6(a)-6(b) describe the
estimation comparisions of in 2000 seconds.
From Figs. 5(c), 5(d), 6(a) and 6(b), the obvious estimation drifts of onefold and double integrals
exist by the Extended Kalman lter. With respect to the Extended Kalman lter, despite the
existence of the intensive non-zero mean stochastic noise, the proposed double integrator (24)
showed the promising estimation ability and robustness. Furthermore, from Figs. 6(a)-6(b), no
drift phenomenon happened in the long-time estimations.
5 Application to quadrotor aircraft
In this paper, the mathematical model and reference trajectory of the quadrotor aircraft described
in [29] are used. The description of forces and torques of the quadrotor aircraft is shown in Fig. 7
[29].
 F2 F1 
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F4 C 
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 Ey
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Q3 
Q2 
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Figure 7 Forces and torques of quadrotor aircraft
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Let g = (Ex; Ey; Ez) denote the right handed inertial frame, and b =
 
Ebx; E
b
y; E
b
z

denote the
frame attached to the aircraft's fuselage whose origin is at the center of gravity. ( ; ; ) denotes
the aircraft orientation expressed in the yaw, pitch and roll angles (Euler angles). The symbol c
is used for cos  and s for sin . Rbg is the transformation matrix from the frame b to g, and
Rbg =
264 c c s c + c ss s s   c sc s c c c   s ss c s + s sc
s  cs cc
375 (38)
For the quadrotor aircraft, the right{left rotors rotate clockwise and the front-rear ones rotate
counterclockwise (See Fig. 7). The rotational directions of the rotors do not change (i.e., !i > 0,
i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g). The reactive torque generated by the rotor i due to the rotor drag is Qi = k!2i ,
and the total thrust generated by the four rotors is F =
4P
i=1
Fi = b
4P
i=1
!2i , where Fi = b!
2
i is the
lift generated by the rotor i in free air, and k; b > 0 are two parameters depending on the density
of air, the size, shape, and pitch angle of the blades, as well as other factors. Therefore, we obtain
Qi =
k
bFi; i = 1; 2; 3; 4. Thus the sum reactive torque generated by the four rotors due to the rotor
drags is Q =
4P
i=1
( 1)iQi = kb
4P
i=1
( 1)iFi.
The motion equations in the coordinate (x; y; z) are then [29]
mx= (s s   c sc)F   kx _x+ x
my= (c s + s sc)F   ky _y + y
mz= ccF  mg   kz _z + z (39)
Jz  =
k
b
4X
i=1
( 1)iFi   k _ +  
Jy = (F1   F3)l   lk _ + 
Jx = (F2   F4)l   lk _+  (40)
where, m is the mass of the aircraft; g is the gravity acceleration; Jx, Jy and Jz are the three-axis
moment of inertias; kx, ky, kz, k , k and k are the drag coecients; l is the distance between
each rotor and the center of gravity. x, y and z are the bounded disturbances and uncertainties
in position dynamics;  ,  and  are the bounded disturbances and uncertainties in attitude
dynamics.
Here, for the quadrotor aircraft, we are interested in designing the observers to estimate ( _x, _y, _z,
 , , ) and the uncertainties (kx, ky, kz, k , k, k) and (x, y, z,  , , ) from the information
of (x, y, z, _ , _, _). Moreover, based on these observers, the controllers Fi (i = 1; 2; 3; 4) will be
designed to implement: x ! xd, _x ! _xd, y ! yd, _y ! _yd, z ! zd, _z ! _zd, and  !  d, _ ! _ d,
 ! d, _ ! _d, ! d, ! _d as t!1.
5.1 Observer designs for the quadrotor aircraft
For quadrotor aircraft equations (39) and (40), we consider that ( _x, _y, _z,  , , ) is not measured
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directly, (kx, ky, kz, k , k, k) and (x, y, z,  , , ) are bounded and unknown. Select the
auxiliary controller vector as
up =
264upxupy
upz
375 =
264s s   c scc s + s sc
cc
375F (41)
Then we can nd that
F = kupk2 =
q
u2px + u
2
py + u
2
pz (42)
That is to say, after designing (upx; upy; upz), F can be calculated. Therefore, (upx; upy; upz) is
known. Let [29]
h1(t) =
upx
m
;h2(t) =
upy
m
;h3(t) =
upz
m
  g;
h4(t) =
k
Jzb
4X
i=1
( 1)iFi; h5(t) = l
Jy
(F1   F3); h6(t) = l
Jx
(F2   F4) (43)
d1(t) = (x   kx _x)=m; d2(t) = (y   ky _y)=m;
d3(t) = (z   kz _z)=m; d4(t) = (   k _ )=Jz;
d5(t) = (   lk _)=Jy; d6(t) = (   lk _)=Jx (44)
w1;1= x;w2;1 = y; w3;1 = z; w4;1 =  ;w5;1 = ; w6;1 = 
w1;2= _x;w2;2 = _y; w3;2 = _z; w4;2 = _ ;w5;2 = _; w6;2 = _ (45)
then the position dynamics (39) can be rewritten as
_wi;1=wi;2
_wi;2= hi(t) + di(t)
yopi=wi;1 (46)
where i = 1; 2; 3, and the attitude dynamics (40) can be given by
_wi;1=wi;2
_wi;2= hi(t) + di(t)
yopi=wi;2 (47)
where i = 4; 5; 6.
Based on Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, the following corollaries describe the the observer designs for
the quadrotor aircraft.
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1) The third-order dierentiator (18) for velocity and uncertainties estimate in position dynamics
The following corollary gives the observers to estimate ( _x; _y; _z) and uncertainties in the position
dynamics.
Corollary 2: The observer (18) (where n = 3) are designed for aircraft position dynamics (39) as
follows:
_xi;1= xi;2
_xi;2= xi;3
"3i _xi;3= k1 (xi;1   wi;1)  k2"ixi;2   k3"2ixi;3 (48)
where i = 1; 2; 3. From (x; y; z), we can estimate ( _x; _y; _z) and di(t) (i = 1; 2; 3) by the dierentiators
in Eq. (48), and the following conclusions hold:
lim
"!0
x1;1= x; lim
"!0
x1;2 = _x; lim
"!0
x1;3   h1(t) = d1(t)
lim
"!0
x2;1= y; lim
"!0
x2;2 = _y; lim
"!0
x2;3   h2(t) = d2(t)
lim
"!0
x3;1= z; lim
"!0
x3;2 = _z; lim
"!0
x3;3   h3(t) = d3(t) (49)
2) Dierentiation-integration observer (22) for attitude angle estimation
The following corollary gives the observers to estimate ( ; ; ) and uncertainties in the attitude
dynamics.
Corollary 3: The dierentiation-integrator observers are designed for aircraft attitude dynamics
(40) as follows:
_xi;1= xi;2
_xi;2= xi;3
"4i _xi;3= ki;1"ixi;1   ki;2 (xi;2   wi;2)  ki;3"3ixi;3 (50)
where i = 4; 5; 6. From ( _ ; _; _), we can estimate ( ; ; ) and di(t) (i = 4; 5; 6) by the dierentiation-
integration observers in Eq. (50), and the following conclusions hold:
lim
"!0
x4;1= ; lim
"!0
x4;2 = _ ; lim
"!0
x4;3   h4(t) = d4(t)
lim
"!0
x5;1= ; lim
"!0
x5;2 = _; lim
"!0
x5;3   h5(t) = d5(t)
lim
"!0
x6;1= ; lim
"!0
x6;2 = _; lim
"!0
x6;3   h6(t) = d6(t) (51)
5.2 Controller design
In this section, a control law will be designed for the attitude stabilization and trajectory tracking.
The unknown states and uncertainties are reconstructed by the presented observers. Suppose the
reference trajectory and its nite-order derivatives are bounded, and they can be generated directly.
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For reference trajectory (xd; yd; zd), dene e1 = x   xd, e2 = _x   _xd, e3 = y   yd, e4 = _y   _yd,
e5 = z   zd, and e6 = _z   _zd. The system error for position dynamics (39) can be written as
ep = m
 1(up + p + p) (52)
where
ep=
h
e1 e3 e5
iT
;p=
264  mxd myd
 mzd  mg
375 ; p =
264x kx _xy ky _y
z kz _z
375 (53)
For reference attitude angle ( d; d; d), dene e7 =    d, e8 = _   _ d, e9 =  d, e10 = _  _d,
e11 =   d, e12 = _  _d. The system error for attitude dynamics (40) is given by
ea = J
 1(ua + a + a) (54)
where
ea =
264 e7e9
e11
375 ; ua =
26664
k
b
4P
i=1
( 1)iFi
(F1   F3)l
(F2   F4)l
37775 ;a =
264 Jz  d Jy d
 Jx d
375 ; a =
264   k _    lk _
   lk _
375 ; J = diagfJz; Jy; Jxg
(55)
5.2.1 Controller design for position dynamics
Theorem 2: For the position dynamics (39), to track the reference trajectory (xd; yd; zd), if the
controller is selected as
up =  p   bp  m(kp1bep + kp2b_ep) (56)
where be1 = bx  xd, be2 = b_x  _xd, be3 = by  yd, be4 = b_y  _yd, be5 = bz  zd, be6 = b_z  _zd; kp1; kp2 > 0, and
bep =
264be1be3be5
375 ;b_ep =
264be2be4be6
375 ; bp =
264x1;3x2;3
x3;3
375 (57)
then the position error dynamics (52) rendering by controller (56) will converge asymptotically to
the origin, i.e., the tracking errors ep ! 0 and _ep ! 0 as t!1.
The proof of Theorem 2 is presented in Appendix.
From (41), (42) and (56), we obtain
F =
 p   bp  m(kp1bep + kp2b_ep)
2
(58)
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5.2.2 Controller design for attitude dynamics
Theorem 3: For the attitude dynamics (40), to track the reference attitude ( d; d; d), if the
controller is selected as
ua =  a   ba   J(ka1bea + ka2b_ea) (59)
where be7 = b   d, be8 = b_   _ d, be9 = b  d, be10 = b_  _d, be11 = b  d, be12 = b_  _d; ka1; ka2 > 0,
and
bea =
264 be7be9be11
375 ;b_ea =
264 be8be10be12
375 ; ba =
264x4;3x5;3
x6;3
375 (60)
then the attitude error dynamics (54) rendering by controller (59) will converge asymptotically to
the origin, i.e., the tracking errors ea ! 0 and _ea ! 0 as t!1.
The proof of Theorem 3 is presented in Appendix.
5.3 Computational analysis and simulation on quadrotor aircraft
In this section, we use a simulation on a quadrotor aircraft to illustrate the eectiveness of the
proposed estimate and control methods. When the quadrotor desired attitude is calculated to
track the translational trajectories, the under-actuated dynamics nature exists. Here, only the
performance of the proposed observers are validated, and the reference trajectory is selected to
make the desired attitude satisfy ( d; d; d) = (0; 0; 0). The goal is to force the aircraft to track a
reference trajectory in the vertical direction. Here, the quadrotor aircraft tracks a given trajectory
(xd; yd; zd) without the information of ( _x, _y, _z,  , , , d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6).
The observers (48) and (50) are used to estimate ( _x, _y, _z,  , , , d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6) from the
measurements of position (x; y; z) and the angular velocity ( _ ; _; _). The controllers (56) and (59)
are presented to stabilize the ight dynamics. On the other hand, the estimation performances by
the observer (50) are compared with those by the Extended Kalman lter [23].
Here, the aircraft is driven to move from (0; 0; 0) to (0; 0; hz). The reference trajectory is arranged
as the following expression [29]:
xd = 0; _xd = 0; xd = 0; yd = 0; _yd = 0; yd = 0;
zd = h0(1  e 0:5kmat2); _zd = h0kmate 0:5kmat2 ; zd = h0kma(1  kmat2)e 0:5kmat2
The initial states of quadrotor aircraft are: (x(0), _x(0), y(0), _y(0), z(0), _z(0),  (0), _ (0), (0),
_(0), (0), _(0)) = (0:5,  0:5,  0:5, 0:5, 0:5,  1, 0:2, 0:3, 0:3,  0:1, 0:2,  0:2); the initial states of
the observers are: (x1;1(0), x1;2(0), x1;3(0), x2;1(0), x2;2(0), x2;3(0), x3;1(0), x3;2(0), x3;3(0), x4;1(0),
x4;2(0), x4;3(0), x5;1(0), x5;2(0), x5;3(0), x6;1(0), x6;2(0), x6;3(0)) = (0 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0:2, 0:3, 0,
0:3,  0:1, 0, 0:2,  0:2, 0). Let the uncertainties be: x = 0:5 sin(t), y = 0:5 sin(t), z = 0:5 sin(t),
 = 0:2 sin(0:8t),  = 0:2 sin(0:8t),  = 0:2 sin(0:8t).
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Figure 8 Quadrotor aircraft control based on dierentiation-integration observer in 50s
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Figure 9 Quadrotor aircraft control based on dierentiation-integration observer in 1000s
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The position measurement outputs are yopi = wi;1 + ni, where i = 1; 2; 3, and w1;1 = x, w2;1 = y,
w3;1 = z; the attitude measurement outputs are yopi = wi;2 + ni, where i = 4; 5; 6, and w4;2 = _ ,
w5;2 = _, w6;2 = _; ni (where i = 1;    ; 6) are the disturbances.
The disturbances ni (where i = 1;    ; 6) include two types of noises: Random number with
Mean=0, Variance=0.001, Initial speed=0, and Sample time=0; Pulses with Amplitude=0.001,
Period=1s, Pulse width=1, and Phase delay=0.
The parameters of the aircraft control system are given as follows:
Quadrotor aircraft [29]: m = 2kg, g = 9:81m=s2, l = 0:2m, Jx = 1:25Ns
2=rad, Jy = 1:25Ns
2=rad,
Jz = 2:5Nm; b = 2:923  10 3, k = 5  10 4, kx = ky = kz = 0:01Ns=m, k = k = k =
0:012Ns=rad;
Third-order dierentiator: ki;1 = 6, ki;2 = 11, ki;3 = 6, i = 1; 2; 3;
In order to reduce the peaking phenomena in the outputs of the dierentiator due to the large
initial observation errors, the perturbation parameters are selected as 1="i =
(
5t; t  1
5; t > 1
; i = 1; 2; 3;
Dierentiation-integration observer: k2;i;1 = 0:1, k2;i;2 = 2, k2;i;3 = 1, i = 4; 5; 6;
Because the initial observation errors are small for the dierentiation-integration observer, no
chattering phenomenon happen, and the perturbation parameter can be selected as "i = 1=3,
i = 4; 5; 6;
Reference trajectory: h0 = 30m, a = 5m=s
2, km = 0:005;
Controllers: kp1 = 16, kp2 = 8, ka1 = 28, ka2 = 8.
In this simulation, without the information of velocity, attitude angle and uncertainties, the air-
craft is controlled to track the reference trajectory. The position is obtained from the GPS receiver,
and the altitude information is from the altimeter. The angular velocity ( _ ; _; _) is measured by
the IMU. Dierentiation-integration observer (50) is used to estimate the attitude angle ( ; ; )
and uncertainties in the attitude dynamics from measurement of the angular velocity ( _ ; _; _).
The third-order dierentiator (48) is adopted to estimate the velocity ( _x; _y; _z) and uncertainties in
the position dynamics from the measurement of position (x; y; z). Controllers (56) and (59) are
designed to control the aircraft to track the reference trajectory.
The data of ying test are presented in Figs.8 and 9. Fig. 8(a) describes the position trajectory;
Fig. 8(b) describes the estimate of x, dx=dt and d1(t); Fig. 8(c) describes the estimate of y, dy=dt
and d2(t); Fig. 8(d) presents the estimate of z, dz=dt and d3(t); Fig. 8(e) presents the estimate of
the yaw angle  , yaw rate d =dt and d4(t); Fig. 8(f) presents the estimate of the pitch angle , pitch
rate d =dt and d5(t); Fig. 8(g) presents the estimate of the roll angle , roll rate d=dt and d1(t);
Fig. 8(h) presents the controller curves of u1, u2, u3 and u4. The simulation in 1000s is proposed in
Fig. 9. In the simulation above, though high-frequency stochastic noises exist in the measurement
signals, the uncertainties exist in the aircraft dynamics, and only the angular velocity is considered
in the IMU output, the attitude estimations by the presented dierentiation-integration observer,
the velocity-uncertainty estimations by the third-order dierentiator and the control results by the
designed controller have satisfying qualities. The stochastic noises are restrained suciently by the
dierentiator and dierentiation-integration observer. Furthermore, from Fig. 9, no chattering and
drift phenomena happen for the dierentiation-integration observer in long-time simulation. In the
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tracking outputs, not only the dynamical performances are fast, but also the tracking precisions
are accurate. Importantly, due to the satisfying estimate precision and the strong robustness
of the observers, a very simple control law can be selected to implement the satisfying tracking
qualities. However, from Figs. 8(e), 8(f), 8(g), 9(e), 9(f) and 9(g), the obvious position drifts exist
in the outputs of the integral algorithm by the Extended Kalman lter. The integral algorithm
can't restrain the eect of stochastic noise (especially non-white noise). Such noise leads to the
accumulation of additional drift in the integrated signal.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, a generalized dierentiation-integration observer has been developed, which can
estimate the integrals and derivatives of a signal, synchronously. The proposed observers have built
in low pass lters. It can achieve better performance without additional lters. The eectiveness of
the proposed dierentiation-integration observer was shown by the simulations: i) it succeeded in
estimating the integrals and derivatives of the measurement signal; ii) Due to the satisfying estimate
precision and the strong robustness, the dierentiation-integration observers are suitable to the
controller design for quadrotor aircraft. The merits of the presented dierentiation-integration
observer include its synchronous estimation of integrals and derivatives, simple implementation,
sucient stochastic noises rejection and almost no drift phenomenon. Although high-frequency
stochastic noises and measurement errors exist, the integral and derivative estimations by the
proposed observer and the tracking results by the designed controller for the quadrotor aircraft
have the satisfying qualities.
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1: Let ki = ki, and kp =
kp
"p c(p) , where p 6= i, i = 1;    ; n. Then the polynomial
(5) can be rewritten as
sn + kns
n 1 +   + kpsp 1 +   + k2s+ k1 (61)
The Routh table of the polynomial (61) is presented in Fig. 10. We found that the Routh table
is the nested structure.
1) when n 2 f1; 2;    g and p = 1, we know that ki = ki, where i = 1;    ; n. From the Routh table
in gure 10, the parameters ki > 0 (where i = 1;    ; n) can be selected such that the polynomial
sn +
nP
i=1
kis
i 1 is Hurwitz.
If there exists an integer N , such that, when n = N and p 2 f2; 3;    ; ng, for the arbitrary
large kp, the polynomial (61) cannot be Hurwitz, then, from the nested structure of the Routh
table, when n  N and p 2 f2; 3;    ; ng, for the arbitrary large kp, the polynomial (61) cannot be
Hurwitz.
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Figure 10 The Routh table of the polynomial (61)
2) when n = 2, from the Routh table in Fig. 10, the polynomial s2 + k2s + k1 is Hurwitz if
k2 =
k2
"2 c(2) > 0 and k1 = k1 > 0. That is to say, for the arbitrary " 2 (0; 1), the polynomial
s2 + k2
"2 c(2) s+ k1 is Hurwitz if k1 > 0 and k2 > 0.
3) when n = 3, from the Routh table in Fig. 10, the polynomial s3 + k3s
2 + k2s+ k1 is Hurwitz
if k3 > 0, A1 > 0 and B1 > 0, i.e, k3 > 0, k1 > 0, and k3k2 > k1. Therefore: i) when p = 2
(i.e., k2 =
k2
"2 c(2) ), for the arbitrary " 2 (0; 1), polynomial s3 + k3s2 + k2"2 c(p) s + k1 is Hurwitz if
k1 > 0, k3 > 0, k2 > "
2 c(p) k1
k3
; ii) when when p = 3 (i.e., k3 =
k3
"3 c(3) ), for the arbitrary " 2 (0; 1),
polynomial s3 + k3
"3 c(3) s
2 + k2s+ k1 is Hurwitz if k1 > 0, k3 > 0, k2 > "
3 c(3) k1
k3
.
4) when n = 4, from the Routh table in Fig. 10, the polynomial s4+k4s
3+k3s
2+k2s+k1 is Hurwitz
if k4 > 0, A1 > 0, B1 > 0, and C1 > 0, i.e, k4 > 0, k4k3 > k2,
k4k3 k2
k4
k2 > k4k1, k1 > 0. We nd
that, for the arbitrary " 2 (0; 1), only when p = 3, the polynomial s4 + k4s3 + k3"3 c(3) s2 + k2s+ k1
is Hurwitz if k1 > 0, k4 > 0, k3 > "
3 c(3) k2
k4
, and k2 > "
3 c(3) k24k1+k22
k4k3
.
5) when n = 5, from the Routh table in Fig. 10, the polynomial s5+k5s
4+k4s
3+k3s
2+k2s+k1
is Hurwitz if k5 > 0, A1 > 0, B1 > 0, C1 > 0, and D1 > 0. We found that, for arbitrary large
kp =
kp
"p and all the p 2 f2; 3; 4; 5g, no matter how to select ki (where i = 1;    ; 5), the polynomial
s5 + k5s
4 + k4s
3 + k3s
2 + k2s+ k1 cannot be Hurwitz.
6) Therefore, from the nested structure of the Routh table, there exists an integer 5, when n  5
and p 2 f2; 3;    ; ng, for the arbitrary large kp = kp"p , the polynomial (5) cannot be Hurwitz. This
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concludes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2: In the light of Corollary 1, the observation signals is satised with lim
"!0
bpp = pp,
lim
"!0
b_pp = _pp, lim
"!0
bp = p, where
pp =
264xy
z
375 ; _pp =
264 _x_y
_z
375 ; bpp =
264bxbybz
375 ;b_pp =
264b_xb_yb_z
375 (62)
Considering controller (56), the closed-loop error system for position dynamics is
ep =  kp1ep   kp2 _ep   kp1(bpp   pp)  kp2(b_pp   _pp) m 1(bp   p) (63)
For t  ts and suciently small ", selecting the Lyapunov function be Vp = kp1eTp ep + 12 _eTp _ep, we
can obtain that ep ! 0 and _ep ! 0 as t!1. This concludes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3: In the light of Corollary 2, the observation signals is satised with lim
"!0
bpa = pa,
lim
"!0
b_pa = _pa, lim
"!0
ba = a, where
aa =
264 

375 ; _aa =
264 _ _
_
375 ;baa =
264 b bb
375 ;b_aa =
2664
b_ b_b_
3775 (64)
Considering controller (59), the closed-loop error system for attitude dynamics is
ea =  ka1ea   ka2 _ea   ka1(baa   aa)  ka2(b_aa   _aa)  J 1(ba   a) (65)
For t  ts and suciently small ", selecting the Lyapunov function be Va = ka1eTa ea + 12 _eTa _ea, we
can obtain that ea ! 0 and _ea ! 0 as t!1. This concludes the proof. 
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